F21 Student Teaching Assignments 12-4 WEEK Split Check List
(Student responsible for uploading all documents to Via)

**Student Teacher (ST):**
- 12 Journal Entries
  - 9 Journals in 12 week placement or addressing the 3/4 portion of the "split day"
    - Journal Entry 1
    - Journal Entry 2
    - Journal Entry 3
    - Journal Entry 4
    - Journal Entry 5
    - Journal Entry 6
    - Journal Entry 7
    - Journal Entry 8
    - Journal Entry 9
  - 3 Journals in 4 week placement or addressing the 1/4 portion of the "split day"
    - Journal Entry 10
    - Journal Entry 11
    - Journal Entry 12
- edTPA-Event (Complete during 12 week placement)
- 4 CT Lesson Plans
  - 2 Lesson Plans in 12 week Placement
    - Lesson Plan 1
    - Lesson Plan 2
  - 2 Lesson Plans in 4 week Placement
    - Lesson Plan 3
    - Lesson Plan 4
- 4 US Lesson Plans
  - 2 Lesson Plans in 12 week Placement
    - Lesson Plan 1
    - Lesson Plan 2
  - 2 Lesson Plans in 4 week Placement
    - Lesson Plan 3
    - Lesson Plan 4
- 2 Self Assessments Required
  - Standards Attainment Checklist
  - Student Teacher Self Evaluation
- edTPA- Pearson Score Report
- Exit Survey (Required)

**Cooperating Teacher (CT):**
- 5 Observations (at least 1 per placement):
  - CT Observation 1
  - CT Observation 2
  - CT Observation 3
  - CT Observation 4
  - CT Observation 5
- CT 12 week Letter of Recommendation
- CT 4 week Letter of Recommendation

**University Supervisor (US):**
- 5 Observations (at least 1 per placement):
  - US Observation 1
  - US Observation 2
  - US Observation 3
  - US Observation 4
  - US Observation 5
- US Summative Evaluation
  (Encompasses skills across all Settings)
- US 12 week Letter of Recommendation
- US 4 week Letter of Recommendation

**4 Triad (ST, CT, &US) Team Meetings (at least 1 per placement):**
- Triad Team Meeting 1
- Triad Team Meeting 2
- Triad Team Meeting 3
- Triad Team Meeting 4